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Abstract. Ontology matching systems commonly leverage linguistic metrics to establish mappings between entities within the ontologies undergoing alignment. However, due to the absence of standardized entity names across these ontologies, such metrics may lead to some correct mappings not to be selected. Existing methodologies, which focus on standardizing entity names, often do so without considering the ongoing matching, potentially resulting in inaccurate outcomes. These tools also, in general, are not concerned with the syntactic standardization of entity names. To address this issue, in this paper, we introduce a novel approach to standardize both lexically and syntactically the entity names through the development of a customized lexical analyzer tailored to the aligned ontologies. We evaluate the efficacy of this approach using ALIN, an interactive ontology matching system, along with the human and mouse ontologies from the Anatomy track of the OAEI. Our findings demonstrate an improvement in the quality of the alignment results.
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1. Introduction

Ontology matching is the task of searching for the best set of correspondences (mappings) between entities of different ontologies [1].

A mapping asserts a semantic relationship between the ontology entities, such as disjunction, subsumption, or equivalence. The ontology matching system is responsible for finding, among all the possible mappings, the ones to be included in the alignment.

Many ontology matching tools use similarity metrics to select mappings. The tools choose the mappings to be directly placed into the final alignment or to present to the expert in the case of interactive ontology matching tools. Before calculating the similarity metric, many ontology matching tools standardize the entity names. The lack of standardization in entity names can result in lower values than if the entity names were standardized, leading to the
tool failing to select some correct mappings. Many ontology matching tools tackle this issue through a preprocess-
ing step, where the entity names are standardized, enabling a more effective comparison (see section 2). In this step, various adjustments can be made, such as converting all characters to lowercase, splitting compound words, removing underscores, and so forth.

These standardizations, in general, do not take into account the ongoing matching. That can lead to an incorrect value in the similarity metric. For example, a tool may implement a standardization technique during preprocessing that removes all symbols except letters and numbers from the entity names. After preprocessing, an entity name ‘head/neck’ would be transformed into ‘head neck’. If this name were compared to ‘Head and Neck’ in the other ontology, it would return a value below the maximum. Assuming that, for this similarity metric, the maximum value occurs when the two strings are identical. If someone had conducted a previous study on ontology names and discovered that the slash indicates ‘and’, they could implement the preprocessing to return ‘head and neck’. If the tool also converted all letters to lowercase during preprocessing, the comparison would be between ‘head and neck’ and ‘head and neck’, and the maximum value would be reached. That would increase the likelihood of the tool chose this mapping. In the previous way, the probability of the tool discard it would increase.

Another aspect generally not considered is the syntactical standardization of entity names. This standardization can allow us to use techniques that would not be possible without this standardization.

This research proposes a method to standardize both lexically and syntactically the entity names of the ontologies through the customized generation of a lexical analyzer for each ontology, taking into account the ongoing matching process. The primary goal of this lexical analyzer is to standardize entity names. A secondary objective of the lexical analyzers is to ensure that entity names adhere to a context-free grammar that we have developed. To accomplish these objectives, the lexical analyzer is capable of either modifying entity names or rejecting entities.

To evaluate the benefit of our proposal we considered the interactive ontology alignment system ALIN[2]. For that, we have created a new semantic metric, henceforth called the ALIN metric, to leverage the characteristics of the context-free grammar. We will match the mouse and human ontologies from the Anatomy track of the OAEI.

The hypothesis we will verify in this paper is that the lexical and syntactic standardization, in accordance with the grammar proposed, improves the quality of the resulting alignment.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

- taking ongoing matching into consideration to standardize entity names lexically and syntactically. We achieve this through custom lexical analyzers designed for the matching process;
- the availability of the lexical analyzer as separate files. That allows other ontology matching tools reuse them;
- the development of an iterative process for creating the lexical analyzer. Each iteration in the lexical analyzer construction process generates a new version of the lexical analyzer. Each new version builds upon its prede-
cessor, to generate alignments of increasingly higher quality;
- the creation of a context-free grammar that allows for the use of techniques that improve alignment;
- the creation of the ALIN metric, which considers grammar to calculate the similarity value between two entity names;
- The use of string-based metrics that take grammar into account to enhance their ability to find correct mappings.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2, we present the related works. In Section 3, we explain some concepts related to the creation of the lexical analyzer and show the process for creating it. In Section 4, we explain which ontologies we will use to test our hypothesis and the tool we will use, the ALIN. In this section, we also explain how we conducted the test and what its results were. In Section 5, we present the research conclusion and potential future works. In Appendix I, we offer a step-by-step guide detailing the creation process of the lexical analyzers for both the human and mouse ontologies. In Appendix II, we present the first version of the lexical analyzers and instructions on invoking them within a Java program. We can find the other versions of the lexical analyzer on OSF1. Finally, in Appendix III, we show how to calculate the value of the ALIN metric.

1https://osf.io/gc6jm/?view_only=d2d0aacc3f3b046908aa8788b8ff5b73
2. Related Work

In this section, we review the works related to ours (i.e., ontology matching techniques that address the issue of lack of standardization of the entity names in the ontologies). Many approaches address this issue with a preprocessing step in which they modify the entity names towards a standardization that allows for a better comparison between entities.

Several tools employ general techniques for standardizing entity names, often independent from the ongoing matching process. Among these techniques, we can enumerate:

**Normalization by uppercase or lowercase.** In [3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10][11][12][13] the entity names are converted to either lower case or upper case before making comparisons. Doing this normalization is important. For example, the entity names ‘Head and Neck’ and ‘head and neck’, when compared using a string-based metric, return a lower value than if both were converted to lowercase. In the second case, we would compare ‘head and neck’ and ‘head and neck’, which would return a higher value when using the metric.

**Stemming** Another process used in various alignment tools[14][15][16][17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24][25][26][27][28][29][30][31][32][33][34][35][36][37][38][39][12][40] during the pre-processing phase is stemming. This technique reduces the words to their base form. For example, the tool changes a plural word to its singular form or a conjugated verb to its infinitive form.

**Separation of the words.** Not all ontologies use the same notation for separating words in the entity name. Commonly adopted notations include camel case, separating words with underscores, and with spaces. Some ontologies utilize one notation for one entity name and a different notation for another entity name. Multiple tools [18][41][42][43][44][45][46] [47][9][48][40][12][27] analyze the word to be compared and choose the correct method for separation. That allows for the standardization of notations, for instance, converting all entity names to the notation separated by underscores. In addition to words, the term can include punctuation marks such as commas, parentheses, and more. The term may also contain other symbols. Therefore, besides separating the words within the term, the tool must account these additional symbols. From this separation of terms and symbols, the tools can perform tasks such as removal of punctuation characters, removal of stop words, expansion, stemming, and more.

**Conversion of Roman numbers to Arabic numbers.** The method described in [49] converts Roman numerals to Arabic numerals.

**Removal of stop words.** Stop words are words such as articles, prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions, that are removed given that they do not add much information to the text (e.g., stop words in English ‘the’, ‘a’, ‘an’, ‘so’, ‘what’, “and”, ”or”). In [50][51][52][16][53][54][55][22][23][44][56][57][24][58][59][60][25][61][26][62][5][63][17][64][65][29][30][66][31][32][33][67][68][34][69][35][36][37][47][38][70][71][72][73][74][75][76][77][40][78] stop words are removed from entity names before comparing them.

**Removal of non-alphanumeric characters or their replacement with white spaces.** Tools like [79][80][81][48][74][40] remove non-alphanumeric characters or replace them with white spaces.

**Removal of punctuation characters.** Tools as [4][24][13][82][83][84][85][69][35][70][86][9][86][87] remove punctuation characters from the entity names.

**Use of synonyms.** In addition to the entity’s own name, in [83][69][9][39][20][55] synonyms are used to search for matches in another ontology. These synonyms can be in the ontology ( an ontology can associate two or more entity names as synonyms ) or in external resources, such as WordNet, as used by [87][88][89], or FMA, as used by [90].

**Expansion of abbreviations and acronyms.** Tools as [70][39][87][55] expand abbreviations and acronyms.

**Permutation of words.** In [80] permutation of the words in the name are used. This technique compares the original name and its permutations with the names and their permutations from the other ontology.

A characteristic of applying these techniques in ontology matching tools is that the development team generally incorporates them into their code.

Our proposal aims to standardize the entity names, both at the lexical and syntactic levels, taking into account the ongoing matching process. We propose a grammar that defines the syntax to which all entity names should adhere after standardization. This grammar possesses characteristics that contribute to improving the quality of the
generated alignment. We propose to accomplish this standardization through the use of customized lexical analyzers for the ongoing matching. These lexical analyzers will be separate files from the code, allowing other tools to reuse them for the same matching process.

3. Lexical analyzer creation process

3.1. Preliminaries

In this subsection, we will explain several concepts related to the lexical analyzer creation process.

Definition 3.1 (Standardization Technique). It is a technique employed by ontology matching tools to standardize entity names. Examples of such techniques include those we have seen in the section 2, such as Normalization of the name to lower case or upper case, Stemming, and others.

To understand the lexical analyzer creation process, we need to know that the process will generate multiple versions of the lexical analyzer. Each new version of the lexical analyzer will incorporate all the standardization techniques (Definition 3.1) from the previous version and possibly some additional ones.

3.1.1. Regular expression and lexical analyzer

Definition 3.2 (Lexeme, token and word). The token name is an abstract symbol representing a kind of lexical unit, e.g., a particular keyword, or a sequence of input characters denoting an identifier. The token names are the input symbols that the parser (syntactic analyzer) processes[91]. We can see tokens as the categories into which the lexical analyzer can classify the lexemes.

A lexeme is a sequence of characters in the source program that matches the pattern for a token and is identified by the lexical analyzer as an instance of that token[91]. We will refer to lexemes that are English words as ‘words’.

According to Wikipedia, a regular expression (shortened as regex or regexp), sometimes referred to as rational expression, is a sequence of characters that specifies a match pattern in text. Usually such patterns are used by string-searching algorithms for “find” or “find and replace” operations on strings, or for input validation. We can group various regex patterns and form a lexical analyzer.

A lexical analyzer generator takes as input a specification with a set of regular expressions and corresponding actions. It generates a program (a lexer) that reads input, matches the input against the regular expressions, and runs the corresponding action if a regular expression matched. Lexers usually are the first front-end step in compilers, matching keywords, comments, operators, etc, and generating an input token stream for the syntactic analyzer.

We can program the code associated with the matched regular expression to return a variant of the name that triggered the regular expression. If a non-standard entity name appears, we can modify the lexical analyzer to recognize this name and return a standardized name according to a standardization technique. We use these characteristics to generate standardized names in the two ontologies involved in the matching.

Definition 3.3 (Existing tokens in the target grammar). The lexical analyzers will recognize the tokens below and pass them to the syntactic analyzer:

- Noun or modifier - Lexemes composed solely of letters, with the first letter possibly being uppercase;
- Numeral - Lexemes composed only by numbers;
- Preposition - Lexemes that are an English preposition, such as ‘of’, ‘for’, ‘at’, etc.

It’s important to note that these tokens apply to the first version of the lexical analyzers. The lexemes that can be instances of a token may change with each version of the lexical analyzer. For example, in a future version, the ‘noun or modifier’ token may accept terms with hyphens.

Let’s take the following entity name as an example:

3rd ventricle choroid plexus
It has four words. However, when the lexical analyzer, implementing the three tokens (Definition 3.3), reads this string, it doesn’t output these four words. It will generate five strings as follows: 3, rd, ventricle, choroid, plexus.

As per our definition that a noun or modifier consists only of letters, the lexical analyzer outputs the last four strings, while the first string is returned based on the numeral definition.

The tokens it will pass to the syntactic analyzer will be (numeral, noun or modifier, noun or modifier, noun or modifier, noun or modifier). The five generated strings (3, rd, ventricle, choroid, plexus) are lexemes. It’s worth noting that a lexeme may not necessarily align with a single word directly. The word ‘3rd’ resulted in two distinct lexemes. Hence, the lexical analyzer categorizes lexemes, not necessarily words, into the three tokens.

One of the goals of the ultimate version of the implemented lexical analyzers is for each lexeme to be a word.

3.1.2. Syntactic analyzer

Definition 3.4 (Noun Phrase). A noun phrase[92] is a phrase made up of a head noun that can be modified with words before it (pre-modifiers), such as adjectives and nouns; or after it (post-modifiers), by, for example, prepositional phrases.

- Pre-modifiers:
  - academic language (adjective + noun)
  - email address (noun + noun)

- Post-modifiers:
  - articles by leading academics (noun + prepositional phrase)

If we only consider the noun phrases shown above, when there isn’t a preposition, its head noun is the last word. When there is a preposition, it is returned based on the numeral definition.

Definition 3.5 (Concept and terms). A concept is a mental category that helps us organize objects. In a domain, a term is generally associated with a concept. For example, a category of objects in a classroom used for sitting, we associate with the term ‘chair’. Terms refer to the same concept in a domain if they refer to the same objects. We can say that entity names are terms.

Definition 3.6 (Nested terms). Nested terms are terms in their own right incorporated as part of larger terms. If the noun phrase ‘accessory olfactory bulb’ is a term in a domain and ‘accessory olfactory bulb glomerular layer’ is other term then ‘accessory olfactory bulb’ is a nested term in ‘accessory olfactory bulb glomerular layer’ (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Nested term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accessory olfactory bulb glomerular layer (mouse ontology)</td>
<td>accessory olfactory bulb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep_Temporal_Vein (human ontology)</td>
<td>temporal vein</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definition 3.7 (Term Variation). When two terms in a domain refer to the same concept, we say they are variants of the same term. A way to obtain a variation of a term is by replacing an adjective with a modifier noun. We find some of these variations in human and mouse ontologies. This type of variation is called derivation. For instance, ‘enzymatic activity’ has the variation ‘enzyme activity’. Another way to obtain a variation of the term is through permutation. Permutation can occur when a term contains prepositions. For example, ‘activity of enzyme’ can have the variation ‘enzyme activity’.

Syntax deals with the way that words are put together to form phrases, clauses, and sentences. For instance, let’s consider that the terms used as entity names in an ontology consist of noun phrases, and we can classify the words in these noun phrases into the three tokens mentioned in Definition 3.3, as a noun or modifier, a preposition, or a numeral. A noun or modifier, a preposition, or a numeral can follow another noun or modifier. Only a noun or
modifier can follow a preposition. Only a preposition or a noun or modifier can follow a numeral. A term with two consecutive numeral words would not conform to this syntax. Similarly, a term that begins with a numeral or a preposition would also not comply with this syntax. A term that includes symbols not falling into the three tokens above, such as a comma, would also not conform to the syntax.

We wrote, in Definition 3.8, a context-free grammar for the syntax described above.

**Definition 3.8 (Target Grammar).** Being \( q \) - noun or modifier, \( n \) - numeral and \( p \) - preposition, We refer to the following context free grammar:

\[
S \rightarrow q \mid qB \\
B \rightarrow pS \mid n \mid nC \mid q \mid qB \\
C \rightarrow pS \mid q \mid qB
\]

as the Target Grammar.

We chose this grammar to represent the syntax we want for the entity names of the ontologies participating in the matching process. It seems simple to us and is an LL grammar. This grammar type is recognized for its human-friendly readability relative to other types and for its efficient implementation. There are other advantages of the target grammar. If an entity name follows the syntax defined by the target grammar, we can:

- Identify the head noun of the entity name. The head noun will always be a ’noun or modifier’, typically the last word of the entity name, unless the last word is a ’numeral’. It may also not be the last word if there are prepositions in the entity name, which we can determine with the classification ’preposition’. Knowing the head noun can enable the implementation of useful strategies for finding mappings[92]. We leverage knowledge of the head noun in the A\textsc{LIN} metric.

- Generate variations of the entity name. We can generate two types of variations (Definition 3.7) for the entity name:
  * One of them involves replacing the adjectives of the entity name with nouns. To accomplish this, we search for words classified as ’noun or modifier’ that are not the head noun and then query them in Wordnet. We retrieve all associated nouns if Wordnet classifies the word as an adjective and produces the variations.
  * Another possible variation is permutation, for which we need to know the words of the entity name that are prepositions.

We utilize variants both in the A\textsc{LIN} metric and to improve string-based metrics.

Syntactic Analysis involves scrutinizing whether a given input string conforms to the rules and structure of a formal grammar. In a syntactic analyzer, when the input string matches with one of the grammar rules, we can execute an algorithm. We developed the Syntactic Analyzer for the target grammar. All entity names must comply with the target grammar in the latest version of the lexical analyzer.

**Definition 3.9 (Entity with standard name).** An entity has a standardized name when the lexical analyzer can classify all lexemes found in the entity name into one of the three tokens described in Definition 3.3. An entity with a non-standard name is one that has a lexeme that the lexical analyzer cannot classify into one of the three tokens defined in Definition 3.3, such as when the name contains a comma or other punctuation marks. It is important to emphasize that with each version of the lexical analyzer, we can modify a token to include new lexemes.

**Definition 3.10 (Entity with syntactically correct name).** It is an entity with a standard name (Definition 3.9) whose name adheres to the target grammar (Definition 3.8). An entity with a non-syntactically correct name is one that does not follow the target grammar, for example, when the lexical analyzer classifies the first lexeme of the term as a numeral.

**Definition 3.11 (Rejected entity).** It is an entity flagged as invalid for comparison by the lexical analyzer. When this happens, we no longer consider the entity as part of the entities eligible for inclusion in a mapping in the alignment. That can occur in the following situations:
The entity is an entity with a non-standard name, but it has an entity with the standard name associated with it, for example, as a synonym.

The entity is an entity with a non-standard name, and after conducting searches in the other ontology, we observe that it has a low probability of being included in a mapping.

Throughout lexical analysis, the lexical analyzers can modify names or reject entities with non-standard or non-syntactically correct name.

### 3.2. Lexical analyzer creation process

The integration in a lexical analyzer of a standardization technique (Definition 3.1) considers the ontologies involved in matching. Consequently, we assess techniques like the Removal of non-alphanumeric characters. If we deem it necessary to retain any non-alphanumeric character used in the ontologies, we will preserve it rather than remove it.

We have developed a series of programs to assist the NLP expert in generating a new version of the lexical analyzer. These programs are specific to the standardization techniques we wish to implement in one of the lexical analyzers. For instance, if our intention is to remove non-alphanumeric characters, yet upon inspection, we discover that both ontologies in question employ hyphens, which we consider to be meaningful characters deserving retention. But we’ve noticed that not all words with hyphens in one ontology have hyphens in the other. For instance, the word ‘hind-brain’ may be written in the other ontology as ‘hindbrain’, ‘hind brain’, or ‘hind_brain’. We’ve developed a program specifically to address these hyphenation inconsistencies. This program reads the involved ontologies and furnishes us with the necessary lines for the lexical analyzer to manage all these hyphenation variations. At the end of the program, we need to copy the lines and paste it into the lexical analyzer, and from there, we can use this new version of the lexical analyzer.

To create a new version of the lexical analyzer, the NLP expert must:

1. Run the ontology matching tool using the lexical analyzer: the lexical analyzer will compile a list of all entities with non-standard (Definition 3.9) or non-syntactically correct names (Definition 3.10);
2. Select the standardization technique that he wants to insert into the lexical analyzer;
3. Analyze the list of step 1 and assess how to implement the standardization technique, considering the ontologies involved in the matching process;
4. Check to see if there is an existing program that could help modify the lexical analyzer. If available, execute the program. These programs can generate suggestions or directly generate lines for the lexical analyzer. We provide examples of how these programs function in Appendix I;
5. Adjust the lexical analyzer: The NLP expert will modify the lexical analyzer to include new lexemes in a token, modify entity names, or reject entities;

During the execution of the lexical analyzer, it will perform the following actions:

1. Classify lexemes into the tokens (Definition 3.3). There is a possibility for a lexeme to be modified before classification;
2. Return the tokens to the syntactic analyzer, and return the lexemes to the ontology matching tool;
3. Reject an entity if at least one lexeme is marked for rejection;
4. Generate a list of entities with non-standard or non-syntactically correct names.

The process of creating the lexical analyzer will be:

1. Create the initial lexical analyzer: In this first lexical analyzer, we will only categorize the lexemes (Definition 3.2) into the three tokens as described in the Definition 3.3;
2. Create a new version of the lexical analyzer (as explained earlier in this subsection);
3. Proceed to step 2 as long as there are entities with non-standard or non-syntactically correct names.

In Figure 1, we can observe the interaction between the lexical analyzer and the NLP Expert for the creation of a new version.
Fig. 1. Interaction between Lexical Analyzer and NLP Expert for the creation of a new version

4. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we will evaluate our hypothesis. To conduct this analysis, we will use the ALIN[2] interactive ontology matching tool. We will use the human and mouse ontologies from the Anatomy track of the OAEI.

4.1. Anatomy track

The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) is a coordinated international initiative whose one of the goals is to assess the strengths and weaknesses of ontology matching systems. The OAEI Interactive Matching Track [93] has two datasets: Conference and Anatomy. We conducted this test solely with the Anatomy dataset because it was the dataset for which we developed the lexical analyzers. The Anatomy track involves finding an alignment between an ontology describing the adult mouse anatomy and an ontology describing a part of the NCI Thesaurus (describing the human anatomy). The number of possible mappings between the two ontologies is 9,066,176. There are 1,516 mappings in the reference alignment.

4.2. ALIN Overview

ALIN is an interactive ontology matching tool that has participated in the OAEI interactive matching track since 2016. Since 2020, ALIN has been using the ALIN metric and lexical analyzers to standardize entity names. ALIN has participated in OAEI 2023 and was evaluated in the interactive matching track, with the Conference and Anatomy data sets. When compared with the other tools, ALIN got the highest F-Measure in both data sets[93]. Since ALIN’s participation in OAEI 2023, we have automated part of the process of generating new versions of the lexical analyzers, resulting in better outcomes compared to OAEI 2023 in terms of the number of interactions with the expert.

ALIN is implemented in Java using the following APIs: Stanford CoreNLP API [94] to put a word in canonical form; Simmetrics API [95], for string-based similarity metrics; HESML API [96], for Wordnet [97] based linguistic
metrics; the OWL API for handling ontologies written in OWL, the Alignment API [98] to deal with alignments, the
JFlex2 API to create and use lexical analyzers, and the JavaCC parser generator3 API, to create and use the syntactic
analyzer.

ALIN can work with a large set of metrics, individually or in combination. One of the metrics available for ALIN
is the ALIN metric. We created the ALIN metric to leverage the fact that entity names are standardized lexically
and syntactically. The ALIN metric does not directly compare entity names, but rather their concept or constituent
concepts. ALIN associates entities with concepts by taking advantage of the syntactic standardization of entity
names, in addition to utilizing background knowledge such as WordNet and FMA (see Subsection 4.2.1). For a
more detailed study of the ALIN metric, see Appendix III.

4.2.1. How ALIN associates the concept of an entity

Before starting the mapping selection, ALIN loads all the entities from the ontologies into memory. It performs
lexical and syntactic analysis for each entity name. It stores in the entity structure their lexemes and tokens, their
variations, and the nested terms of their entity names.

In ALIN, we associate each entity name, each nested term in the entity name and each word in the entity name
with a concept (Definition 3.5). We equate concepts in various scenarios:

– All synonyms in an ontology are associated with the same concept;
– All synonyms in Wordnet are associated with the same concept;
– All synonyms in FMA are associated with the same concept;
– Each word from an entity name in an ontology found in Wordnet has its concept equated to the corresponding
  Wordnet word concept. If ALIN fails to locate the word, it undergoes a stemming process before ALIN searches
  for it again;
– Each entity name from an ontology found in FMA has its concept equated to the concept of the corresponding
  FMA term;
– Every entity name found in another ontology has its concept equated to the concept of the other ontology;
– Every entity name that is a variation (Definition 3.7) of an entity name from the other ontology has its concept
  equated to the concept of the another ontology;
– Any portion of an entity name that constitutes a nested term (see Definition 3.6) relative to another entity name
  in the same or the other ontology has its concept equated to the of this entity.

4.3. Evaluation overview

To evaluate ALIN, we followed the same protocol as the OAEI interactive matching track[93] in which ALIN
participated [99][100][101][102][103][104][105][106]. The OAEI provides a reference alignment for the evaluation
of ontology matching tools’ performance. ALIN uses the reference alignment to simulate the expert answering. At
each interaction, up to three selected mappings can be submitted to the expert, as long as each selected mapping has
one entity in common with another selected mapping in the interaction [107]. The quality of an alignment generated
by a matching approach is generally measured by the F-Measure, which is the harmonic mean between Recall and
Precision. When the ontology matching process is interactive another quality metric occurs, it is the number of
interactions with the expert.

We did not implement lowercase normalization or stemming in the lexical analyzers. ALIN always normalizes
entity names to lowercase. It applies stemming only when it cannot find a word in WordNet. In such cases, it applies
stemming and searches again in WordNet.

We evaluated our hypothesis by running ALIN five times. Each of the executions had the following characteristics:

– In the first execution, we ran ALIN with three string-based metrics. We utilized Jaccard, Jaro-Winkler, and
  n-gram. We based the process of choosing the similarity metrics used by ALIN on the results of these metrics

2http://jflex.de last accessed on Jan, 24, 2024.
3https://javacc.org/ last accessed on Jan, 24, 2024.
in assessments [108]. In this execution, we employed lexical analyzers to implement standardization techniques without considering the other ontology. We implemented the following standardization techniques: Word separation, Conversion of Roman numerals to Arabic numerals, Removal of stop words, Removal of non-alphanumeric characters, and Removal of punctuation characters;

- In the second execution, we employed the lexical analyzers, but this time, we considered the other ontology. We implemented the same techniques as the first execution. Additionally, we utilized the lexical analyzers for expanding acronyms or matching synonymous words that had acronyms if they existed in the other ontology. All subsequent executions utilized the same lexical analyzers.

- In the third execution, we ran ALIN without the string-based metrics. We solely utilized the ALIN metric;

- In the fourth execution, we included the three string-based metrics along with the ALIN metric. We applied the string-based metrics in the same way as in the second execution, meaning that we considered the other ontology;

- In the fifth execution, we used the same metrics as in the fourth execution, but we made a modification in the utilization of the string-based metrics. We will not use the string metric solely with the entity name returned from the lexical analyzer. Instead, we will utilize the variations and synonyms, for which ALIN has also made variations, to calculate the metric value. For example, consider two entity names. The name of the first entity has two variations and two synonyms. This entity has five names associated with it, including its original name. If we aim to calculate the string metric relative to another entity with three associated names, we will perform fifteen comparisons. The highest value found will be the value assigned to the metric calculation.

In the first two executions, we opted to include directly in the alignment, without requiring expert approval, all names that became identical after preprocessing, i.e., after using the lexical analyzers. In the three last executions, we no longer included directly in the alignment mappings where entities had identical names. Instead, we included mappings where entities shared the same concept (Subsection 4.2.1) or where the value of the ALIN metric was 1. In all ALIN executions, we selected to present to the expert the mappings with the highest sum of the metrics used in the matching process.

4.4. Analysis of the results

Our results demonstrate that considering the other ontology during lexical standardization leads to better outcomes compared to disregarding it. We can observe this when comparing the results of the second execution with
those of the first (Figures 2 and 3). Our hypothesis was confirmed when comparing the fifth execution with the fourth execution, as we achieved better quality in the fifth execution. The difference between the two executions is due to the fact that we also compared variations of entity names. ALIN could calculate these variations because the entity names followed the syntax defined by the target grammar. Furthermore, when comparing the result of the third execution to the second one, we can see that the third execution achieved higher quality with fewer iterations. That shows us that a metric based on characteristics of the target grammar can yield good results. Of course, part of this result is not solely due to the use of the target grammar but also because we use concepts for comparison instead of entity names. ALIN uses not only the target grammar to find the concept of an entity but also background knowledge such as Wordnet and FMA (see Subsection 4.2.1).

ALIN participate in the OAEI interactive matching track since 2016. OAEI provides a comparison between tool performance in the interactive matching track each year, and it uses the Conference and the Anatomy data sets [109][110][93]. Here, we present the results of the Anatomy set, which we used to create the lexical analyzers, as illustrated in Table 2. AML’s last participation was in 2021, while XMAP’s last participation was in 2018. The ALIN appears two times. For this paper, we automated further and develop better lexical analyzers, resulting in a better outcome for the ALIN than its performance in the OAEI 2023. The first time represents the result achieved with the ALIN using the lexical analyzers described in this paper. The second time displays the outcome of the ALIN in the OAEI 2023. The table demonstrates that in terms of F-Measure, ALIN, using the techniques described in this paper, produced a high-level outcome.

### Table 2

Comparison between OAEI interactive matching track tools using Anatomy data set with 100% hit rate [109][110][93]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Total Requests</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F-Measure</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALIN</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td><strong>0.952</strong></td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>this paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIN</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td><strong>0.952</strong></td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogMap</td>
<td>388</td>
<td><strong>0.988</strong></td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td><strong>0.952</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.933</strong></td>
<td>2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMAP</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusion and Future Works

Many tools standardize entity names before calculating the value of linguistic metrics. Generally, this standardization occurs without regard for the ongoing matching process. Additionally, it often overlooks the syntactic standardization of entity names. In this paper, we introduce an approach that creates a customized lexical analyzer tailored to standardizing ontology entity names within ongoing matching. The lexical analyzer will standardize entity names both lexically and syntactically. We evaluate the effectiveness of standardization taking into account the ongoing matching. We also assess the effectiveness of using the proposed grammar to improve the quality of the generated alignment. To conduct the evaluation, we utilized ALIN, an interactive ontology matching system, in conjunction with the human and mouse ontologies from the Anatomy track of the OAEI.

The contributions of this paper are:

- taking ongoing matching into consideration to standardize entity names lexically and syntactically. We achieve this through custom lexical analyzers designed for the matching process;
- the availability of the lexical analyzer as separate files. That allows other ontology matching tools reuse them;
- the development of an iterative process for creating the lexical analyzer. Each iteration in the lexical analyzer construction process generates a new version of the lexical analyzer. Each new version builds upon its predecessor;
- the creation of a context-free grammar that allows for the use of techniques that improve alignment;
- the creation of the ALIN metric, which considers the grammar to calculate the similarity value between two entity names;
- The use of string-based metrics in a way that takes grammar into account enhances their ability to find correct mappings.

We defined as our research hypothesis that the lexical and syntactic standardization, in accordance with the grammar proposed, improves the quality of the resulting alignment.

To leverage the lexical and syntactically standardization of entity names, we develop a new metric, the ALIN metric. This metric has demonstrated favorable outcomes. We incorporate string metrics into the ALIN, which proved valuable in enhancing the quality of the generated alignment. This improvement was greater with the inclusion of variations and synonyms of these entity names in the calculation of the string-based metrics. As the use of target grammar allows for the generation of variations, this improvement confirms our hypothesis.

An area for future exploration could involve investigating the standardization of entity names not only within ontologies but also across external resources like Wordnet and FMA. Standardizing WordNet and FMA terms could prove valuable in identifying new mappings in cases where a synonym exists in Wordnet or FMA but not within the involved ontologies.

Another area of interest is the automation of lexical analyzer construction. Currently, we have programs that provide information to the NLP Expert. In some situations, these programs directly generate the lines that the NLP Expert should include in the lexical analyzer. We can further automate this process.
6. Appendix I

We followed the process for creating the lexical analyzer and created two lexical analyzers, one for the human ontology and another for the mouse ontology. We have generated eleven versions of each, where each subsequent version incorporates all standardization techniques from the previous version and possibly adds a few more. We have assigned Roman numerals from I to XI to designate the versions of the lexical analyzers. In order to maintain synchronization between the versions of the lexical analyzers, there are versions of the lexical analyzers that remain unchanged from their previous version. For example, in version IX of the lexical analyzer for the human ontology, we reject all terms with hyphens that have no corresponding term in the mouse ontology. We made no modifications to version VIII of the lexical analyzer for the mouse ontology, but we created version IX to maintain the synchronization.

We passed, through the lexical analyzer, all terms related to classes, attributes, and their synonyms, a total of 3298 classes, 0 attributes, and 6104 synonyms from the human ontology, resulting in a total of 9402 terms, and 2738 classes, 0 attributes and 345 synonyms from the mouse ontology, resulting in a total of 3083 terms. We used ALIN to evaluate each version of the lexical analyzer.

We created graphs showing the number of entities with non-standard names, the number of entities with syntactically incorrect names, and the number of rejected items. We denoted each version of the lexical analyzer by a Roman numeral on the graph. Since its first version, the lexical analyzer of the human ontology has not contained any entities with non-syntactically correct names; hence, we omitted this data from the graph. We can see these graphs in Figures 4 and 5. Additionally, we created graphs showing the improvement in the quality of the generated alignment and the number of interactions with the expert; we can see these graphs in Figures 6 and 7. We only display in the graphs the versions that had some modification compared to the previous version.

The graph shows that with each version, the number of entities with non-standard, non-syntactically correct names decreased until it reached zero. With the lexical analyzer of the mouse ontology, this occurred in version VII. That is due to the fact that we implemented the final standardization technique for the lexical analyzer of this ontology in this version. In the ultimate version, the total number of rejected entities in this ontology was 49, accounting for 1.58% of the total terms in the ontology. In the human ontology, the number of rejected entities in the ultimate version was 438, which is 4.66% of the total terms in the ontology.

6.1. Version I of lexical analyzers - Creating the syntactic analyzer and the first lexical analyzer, separating the words

From this subsection, we will outline the process of generating new versions of the lexical analyzers of human and mouse ontologies. We will specialize them in aligning the Anatomy track. We will perform the actions that the NLP Expert must take to create a new version (see subsection 3.2). We ran the ALIN with ALIN metric and the string-based metrics (Jaccard, Jaro-Wringler and n-gram). In ALIN, we will not handle uppercase and lowercase in the lexical analyzer. We will standardize this at the time of comparing terms in ALIN. We will not handle stemming in the lexical analyzers. ALIN applies stemming only when ALIN does not find the word in the Wordnet. The first standardization technique in the lexical analyzer will be word separation. The human and mouse ontologies use either space or underscores to separate words. It’s important to note that in the first versions of the lexical analyzer, it may break a single word into multiple lexemes (Definition 3.2). In the ultimate version of the lexical analyzer, our goal is for each lexeme to represent a single word. After the word separation, the lexical analyzer will classify the identified lexemes into one of the three tokens described in Definition 3.3.

Our first version of the lexical analyzer does not modify any term, only classifies the lexemes of the terms into the three tokens, and list entities with non-standard or non-syntactically correct name.

We can observe the first version of the lexical analyzers in the Appendix II. The regex MASK is solely for internal processing within ALIN, we found no term starting with %. The period at the end indicates that any other type of lexeme not fitting into the three tokens should be marked as non-standard for the lexical analyzer and considered invalid for comparison with entities from the other ontology to generate mappings. When the lexical analyzer mark a lexeme as 'invalid for comparison,' it is considered rejected, and ALIN will no longer use it to form a mapping.
However, when the lexical analyzer marks a lexeme as ‘invalid for comparison’ and ‘non-standard’, we do not consider it rejected. The lexical analyzer may occasionally classify it into one of the three tokens in the future.

The OAEI provides reference alignments for its tracks. We will use the reference alignment for the anatomy track to evaluate the performance of alignments generated for each version of the lexical analyzers. That will allow us to assess the change in alignment quality after each modification of the lexical analyzers.

The results of the A1IN executions, with the first versions of the lexical analyzers, we can see in column I of Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7.

6.2. Version II of lexical analyzers - Creating the next lexical analyzer, conversion of roman letters to numeric

In the second version of the lexical analyzer, we added lines to convert Roman numerals to Arabic numerals, as shown in the line below:

"II" associate_token_to_lexeme("Numeral", "2");

In the second version of the lexical analyzer, we also standardized numbers were in a format different from the others:

"05" associate_token_to_lexeme("Numeral", "5");
"#30" associate_token_to_lexeme("Numeral", "30");

Additionally, we standardized ordinal numbers, as illustrated below:

"1th" associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", "first");
"VIIIth" associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", "eighth");

The second version, as well as all subsequent versions, were uploaded to OSF.

You can find the results of the second version of the lexical analyzer in column II of the Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7.

We observe a reduction in the number of terms that cannot be classified. For example, lexemes such as II and VIII (which were modified to 2 and 8) can now fit into the token ‘numeral’. Previously, when they were II and VIII, they could not be classified into any token, as the ‘noun or modifier’ token specifies that only the first letter of the lexeme can be uppercase. Similarly, lexemes with special characters like #30 can now be categorized. No more terms pass through the lexical analyzer of mouse ontology without undergoing the syntactic analyzer.

6.3. Version III of lexical analyzers - Removing the stop words

We identified the stop words ‘the’ and ‘a’ in the human and the mouse ontology. We modified the lexical analyzers of both ontologies to exclude these two stop words from the entity names.

We found the stop words ‘and’ and ‘or’ in the human ontology and the stop word ‘and’ in the mouse ontology.

We created a program to identify entity names containing ‘and’ or ‘or’ that we could standardize.

The program operates as follows: we provide two parameters to the program: one specifying the ontology and the other allowing for either ‘and’ or ‘or’. As an example, let’s assume we pass ‘human’ and ‘and’:

– The program searches through all entity names in the human ontology that contain the word ‘and’. The program stores in two variables the word that comes immediately before and the one that comes immediately after;
– The program lists all entity names in the human ontology that contain both words;
– The program lists all entity names in the mouse ontology that contain both words.

Based on this information, we wrote lines in the lexical analyzer to standardize the use of ‘and’, ensuring that entity names indicating the same concept become uniform.

We will consider the following example:

28 - Head_and_Neck
Head
Neck
Ontology human
H and N - Head And Neck
We observed that the program identified the term 'Head_and_Neck' in the human ontology and produced a list of all entity names in the human and mouse ontologies containing the words 'head' and 'neck'. For example, we have the entity name 'Head_and_Neck_Muscle' in the human ontology and 'head/neck muscle' in the mouse ontology. After observing these two entity names and taking other entity names into consideration, we concluded that we should add the following line to the lexical analyzer of the human ontology.

"Head_and_Neck" associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", "Head-and-Neck");
And add the following line to the lexical analyzer of the mouse ontology.

"head/neck" associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", "Head-and-Neck");
By standardizing the entity names this way, we enable similarity metrics to identify these entity names as equals.

The version III of the lexical analyzer is available on OSF.
The number of entities with non-standard names decreased in the mouse ontology. That is due to the presence of lexemes like 'head/neck' that the lexical analyzer was not previously categorized but is now classified as 'Noun_or_Modifier'. We marked as invalid for comparison all entities whose names contain 'and' or 'or' and for which we couldn’t find a corresponding entity name in the other ontology indicating conjunction. In other words, we rejected them. We rejected all entities whose names contain slashes from the mouse ontology for which we did not find equivalents in the human ontology. In the version III of the lexical analyzer, we decreased the need for expert interactions while we elevated the quality of the generated alignment. The results can be observed in the column III of Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7.
6.4. Versions IV and V of lexical analyzers - Removal of non-alphanumeric or punctuation characters

The apostrophe was the first character we found in the mouse ontology and encountered in the human ontology with a different pattern. It represents the possessive case in the mouse ontology. The symbol ‘_s_’ is the principal symbol representing the possessive case in the human ontology.

To aid in standardizing the entity names, we developed a program with the following characteristics:

– We pass an ontology as a parameter, for example, ‘human’, and another parameter indicating the symbol for the possessive case, for example, ‘_s_’. The program searches for all entity names that contain the symbol
passed as a parameter. It records in a variable the word directly preceding the symbol.

- The program lists all entity names in the human ontology that contain the symbol;
- The program lists all entity names in the mouse ontology that contain the symbol.

We ran the program and found the following result, among others:

17 - Visceral_Layer_of_Bowman's_Capsule - human
Bowman
Ontology human
Bowman's Capsule
We observed that the program identified the entity name 'Visceral_Layer_of_Bowman_s_Capsule' in the human ontology and produced a list of all entity names in the human and mouse ontologies containing the words 'Bowman'. For example, we have the entity name 'Bowman&s Capsule', the entity name 'bowman_capsule' and the entity name 'Bowman_s_Capsule' in the human ontology and 'bowman's capsule' and the entity name 'bowman_capsule' in the mouse ontology. After observing these entity names and taking other entity names into consideration, we concluded that we should add the following lines to the lexical analyzer of the human ontology:

- "'s" { }
- "_s_" { }

And add the following line to the lexical analyzer of the mouse ontology:

- "'s" { }
- "'s" { }

With the lines above, we removed the lexemes "'s" and "_s_" in the human ontology and the lexems "'s" and "'s" in the mouse ontology.

We have identified additional non-alphanumeric characters in entity names, such as hyphens, commas, parentheses, plus signs, periods, and forward slashes. Among these, only the hyphen and the already seen possessive case apostrophe had corresponding entity names in the mouse ontology, necessitating standardization by the lexical analyzer. The lexical analyzer removes the possessive case apostrophe and its various forms in human and mouse ontologies from entity names that do not have counterparts in the other ontology.

We created a program that checks if a hyphenated word can have a variation in another ontology. For instance, 'hindbrain' is present in the mouse ontology, but 'Hind-Brain' is in the human ontology. This program was the
one that generated the results in a more automated way compared to the other programs we were able to develop. The program generates all the lines of the lexical analyzer for the mouse and human ontologies. After running the program, you only need to copy the corresponding lines to the correct lexical analyzer. The result of running ALIN after modifying the lexical analyzers we can see in column IV of Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7.

We can find this version IV of the lexical analyzer on OSF.

We analyzed the entity names from the mouse and human ontologies, and we found that the hyphenated entity names still outside the standard in the mouse ontology referred to hyphenated words for which we did not encounter an equivalent in the human ontology. In the human ontology, besides hyphenated words, there were other situations, for example, where a hyphen separated a entity name from its abbreviation.

We considered this and exclude all entities whose names contain hyphens from the mouse ontology for which we did not find equivalents in the human ontology. However, we chose not to remove hyphenated entity names from the human ontology at this time. We created version V of the mouse lexical analyzer with this modification. We also created version V of the human lexical analyzer only to maintain consistency in version numbers. We can find these new versions on OSF.

The result of running ALIN after this modification of the lexical analyzers we can see in column V of Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7.

6.5. Version VI of lexical analyzers - Use of synonyms in the mouse ontology

In addition to the current use of synonyms in ALIN, where we associate entity names that have common synonyms, we will utilize synonyms to improve the lexical analyzer.

We have listed the entities from the mouse ontology that the lexical analyzer did not reject or whose names contain lexemes it did not categorize:

- adductor group (leg);
- hippocampus CA4;
- hippocampus CA3;
- hippocampus CA2;
- hippocampus CA1.
- TS28;
- hSVZ;
- VZ;
- BALD;
- GALT;
- MALT;
- PALS;
- CSF.

We created a program to search for synonyms in the other ontology, either directly or through the FMA. In the same program, we search within the same ontology to determine if these entity names have a synonym that adheres to the syntax rules.

We then have three possible responses and their corresponding actions:

- The entity name has a synonym in the other ontology - We will include this synonym as the return value for the entity name in the lexical analyzer;
- The entity name has a synonym in the same ontology that adheres to the syntax rules - The lexical analyzer will reject the entity;
- The entity name does not have a synonym in the other ontology, nor does it have a synonym in the same ontology that adheres to the syntax rules - In this case, we will not handle these entities in this version.

We ran the program and obtained the following result:

"adductor group (leg)"

// Present in mouse, this term does not appear elsewhere.
"hippocampus CA4"

// Present in mouse, this term does not appear elsewhere.

"hippocampus CA3"

// Present in mouse, this term does not appear elsewhere.

"hippocampus CA2"

// Present in mouse, this term does not appear elsewhere.

"hippocampus CA1"

// Present in mouse, this term does not appear elsewhere.

"TS28" { Mark_Invalid_for_Comparison(); }

// Present in mouse also as adult mouse, this term is in the syntax.

"SVZ" { Mark_Invalid_for_Comparison(); }

// Present in mouse also as brain subventricular zone, this term is in the syntax.

"VZ" { Mark_Invalid_for_Comparison(); }

// Present in mouse also as brain ventricular zone, this term is in the syntax.

"BALT" { Mark_Invalid_for_Comparison(); }

// Present in mouse also as bronchus associated lymphoid tissue, this term is in the syntax.

"CSF" { associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", "cerebrospinal");
associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", "fluid");
}

// Present in mouse also as cerebrospinal fluid, this term also found in human.

"GALT" { associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", "Gut-Associated");
associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", "lymphoid");
associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", "tissue");
}

// Present in mouse also as gut associated lymphoid tissue, this term also found in human.

"MALT" { Mark_Invalid_for_Comparison(); }

// Present in mouse also as mucosa associated lymphoid tissue, this term is in the syntax.

"PALS" { Mark_Invalid_for_Comparison(); }

// Present in mouse also as spleen periarteriolar lymphatic sheath, this term is in the syntax.

Therefore, the entity names in the mouse ontology TS28, SVZ, VZ, BALT, MALT, and PALS have synonyms in the mouse ontology that adhere to syntax. Therefore, the lexical analyzer can reject them without issues, as the search for mapping can be done with their synonym. The entity names CSF and GALT have synonyms in the other ontology. So, the lexical analyzer modified the entity names.

We made the necessary modifications to the lexical analyzers, and we can see the results in column VI of Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7.

The entity names adductor group (leg), hippocampus CA4, hippocampus CA3, hippocampus CA2, and hippocampus CA1 do not have equivalents in the other ontology nor synonyms that adhere to syntax; therefore, this version of the lexical analyzer did not process them.

6.6. Version VII of lexical analyzers - Expansion of abbreviations and acronyms in the mouse ontology

In this phase, we will search within the human ontology for the abbreviations and acronyms found in the mouse ontology. We will utilize ChatGPT to expand them or to verify if entity names using the same abbreviation are synonyms.

Four of these entity names have acronyms: CA1, CA2, CA3, and CA4.

We conducted a search for these abbreviations in the human ontology and found entity names that use them. We asked ChatGPT if the entity names obtained as a response were synonyms, and the answer was affirmative.

Additionally, as only one entity name remained, "adductor group (leg)," we searched if "adductor group" also existed in the human ontology and received a positive response. The found entity name also proved to be a synonym, according to ChatGPT.
Thus, we obtained the following result, with the first entity name from the mouse ontology and the second term from the human ontology:

- adductor group (leg) - Adductor Group of the Leg
- hippocampus CA1 - CA1_Field_of_the_Cornu_Ammonis
- hippocampus CA2 - CA2_Field_of_the_Cornu_Ammonis
- hippocampus CA3 - CA3_Field_of_the_Cornu_Ammonis
- hippocampus CA4 - CA4_Field_of_the_Cornu_Ammonis
- hippocampus CA5 - No equivalent term was found.

We made the necessary modifications to the respective lexical analyzers. We can see the results in column VII of Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7, indicating that there are no longer entities with non-standard or non-syntactically correct name in the mouse ontology. The lexical analyzer rejected a total of 49 entities from the mouse ontology. There was an improvement in alignment quality with the same number of interactions with the expert.

### 6.7. Versions VIII and IX of lexical analyzers - Use of synonyms in the human ontology

We executed the same program of the subsection 6.5 for the human ontology, rejecting all entities with non-standard or non-syntactically correct name that had synonyms with syntactically correct name. We obtained the result shown in column VIII of Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7.

The result suggests that numerous entities fell into the situation described above, as evidenced by the increase in rejections in the human ontology from 38 to 288.

Upon analyzing the result, we realized that the remaining entity names that use hyphens do so to separate words, so we can now apply the rejection of entities with hyphens, as we did with the mouse ontology in subsection 6.4.

Those that may have equivalents in the other ontology the lexical analyzer have already modified in version V.

We can see the results after removing the hyphenated words in the column IX.

### 6.8. Versions X and XI of lexical analyzers - Expansion of abbreviations and acronyms in the human ontology

We found many acronyms among the entity names still not standardized, such as:

- L1_Vertebral
- LH_Cell
- FSH_Cell
- B-Cell
- T-LGL

We searched for "L1" in the mouse ontology but did not find it. However, we encountered this term in FMA with a synonym like "first lumbar vertebra," a term that does not exist in the mouse ontology. We looked for the term "lumbar vertebra," and one of the results was "lumbar vertebra 1." We asked ChatGPT if "first lumbar vertebra" is a synonym of "lumbar vertebra 1," and the result was positive. We modified the lexical analyzer accordingly. We continued these verifications for each acronym found.

We can see the results of including these expansions in column X of Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7, indicating a decrease in the number of entities with non-standardized names and an improvement in the quality of the generated alignment.

Following this result, we modified the human lexical analyzer again to reject all entities whose names we couldn’t expand the acronyms to a entity name that had an equivalent in the mouse ontology. We can see in the column XI of Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7.

All versions of the lexical analyzers can be found on OSF.
7. Appendix II

7.1. Lexical analyzer for mouse ontology

```java
package ALIN;

static String Lexema[] = new String[200];
static String Token[] = new String[200];
static int lexema_position;
static boolean Valid_for_comparison;
static boolean term_outside_the_lexical_pattern;

private void associate_token_to_lexeme(String token, String lexema)
{
    Lexema[lexema_position]=lexema;
    Token[lexema_position]=token;
    lexema_position++;
}

private void Mark_Invalid_for_Comparison()
{
    Valid_for_comparison=false;
}

private void Mark_term_outside_the_lexical_pattern()
{
    term_outside_the_lexical_pattern=true;
}

// Masks - Masks are used in ALIN’s internal processing and are not found in the ontologies
UNDERSCORE = [\_]
MASK = %([0-9]+)

// Common terms
NOUN_OR_MODIFIER = [a-zA-Z][a-z]+
SPACE = [ ]
NUMBER = [0-9]+

// Token association without lexeme modification - Prepositions
```
"of" { associate_token_to_lexeme("Preposition", yytext()); }
"for" { associate_token_to_lexeme("Preposition", yytext()); }
"to" { associate_token_to_lexeme("Preposition", yytext()); }

// Token association with no lexeme modification - mask
{NUMBER} { associate_token_to_lexeme("Numeral", yytext()); }

// Token association with no lexeme modification - noun or Modifier
{NOUN_OR_MODIFIER} { associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", yytext()); }

// Removal of the underscore
{UNDERSCORE} { }
// Removal of the space
{SPACE} { }

. { Mark_term_outside_the_lexical_pattern();
Mark_Invalid_for_Comparison(); }
7.2. Lexical analyzer for human ontology

```
package ALIN;

%

static String Lexema[] = new String[200];
static String Token[] = new String[200];
static int lexema_position;
static boolean Valid_for_comparison;
static boolean term_outside_the_lexical_pattern;

private void associate_token_to_lexeme(String token, String lexema)
Lexema[lexema_position]=lexema;
Token[lexema_position]=token;
lexema_position++;

private void Mark_Invalid_for_Comparison()
Valid_for_comparison=false;

private void Mark_term_outside_the_lexical_pattern()
term_outside_the_lexical_pattern=true;

%

%class regex_human
%type void

// Masks - Masks are used in ALIN’s internal processing and are not found in the ontologies
MASK = %([0-9])+([a-z])*
HIFEN = [-]
MASK_WITH_HIFEN = {NOUN_OR_MODIFIER}{HIFEN}{MASK}

// Common terms - Each lexema separated by underscore or space, with the first letter capitalized. // The lexema can be a string of numbers NOUN_OR_MODIFIER = [a-zA-Z][a-z]+
SPACE = [ ]
UNDERSCORE = [_]
NUMBER = [0-9]+

%

// Token association with no lexeme modification - mask
```
{MASK} { associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", yytext()); }
{MASK_WITH_HIFEN} { associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", yytext()); }

//————————————————————————————————-
// Token association with no lexeme modification - Prepositions
"of" { associate_token_to_lexeme("Preposition", yytext()); }
"for" { associate_token_to_lexeme("Preposition", yytext()); }
"at" { associate_token_to_lexeme("Preposition", yytext()); }
"with" { associate_token_to_lexeme("Preposition", yytext()); }
"to" { associate_token_to_lexeme("Preposition", yytext()); }

//————————————————————————————————-
// Token association with no lexeme modification - noun or Modifier
{NOUN_OR_MODIFIER} { associate_token_to_lexeme("Noun_or_Modifier", yytext()); }

// Removal of the underscore
{UNDERSCORE} { }

// Removal of the space
{SPACE} { }

//————————————————————————————————-
{NUMBER} { associate_token_to_lexeme("Numeral", yytext()); }

//————————————————————————————————-

. { Mark_term_outside_the_lexical_pattern();
Mark_Invalid_for_Comparison(); }
private void Executar_regex_human ()
{
    InputStream targetStream = new ByteArrayInputStream(this.Termo.getBytes());
    InputStreamReader inputStreamReader = new InputStreamReader(targetStream);
    BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(inputStreamReader);
    regex_human.lexema_position=0;
    regex_human.Valid_for_comparison=true;
    regex_human.term_outside_the_lexical_pattern=false;
    regex_human a = new regex_human(in);
    try
    {
        a.yylex();
        in.close();
    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
        System.out.println("Issues with lexical analysis!!");
    }
    if (regex_human.term_outside_the_lexical_pattern)
    {
        System.out.println("Term outside the standard lexical analysis pattern: "+this.Termo);
        this.term_outside_the_lexical_pattern=true;
    }
    if (!regex_human.Valid_for_comparison)
    {
        if (this.Entidade!=null)
            this.Entidade.Valido_para_comparacao=false;
        this.Valido_para_comparacao=false;
    }
    else
    {
        for (int i=0;i<regex_human.lexema_position;i++)
            {this.Lexemas_na_ordem_original[i]=regex_human.Lexema[i]; this.Tokens_na_ordem_original[i]=regex_human.Token[i];}
    }
    return;
}
8. Appendix III

8.1. ALIN metric

The lexical analyzer returns the set of lexemes (Definition 3.2) of the entity name. In the ultimate version of the lexical analyzer, each returned lexeme corresponds to a word in the entity name. In addition to returning the words, the lexical analyzers categorize them into one of three tokens: noun or modifier, preposition or numeral. The lexical analyzers return the words and their corresponding tokens (Definition 3.2).

Therefore, the entity name ‘Type I Cell of the Epidermis’ will have the following lexemes returned by the lexical analyzer, remembering that the stop word ‘the’ is ignored in our lexical analyzers:

- lexeme 1 - Type
- lexeme 2 - I
- lexeme 3 - Cell
- lexeme 4 - of
- lexeme 5 - Epidermis

and the tokens:
- token 1 - Noun or modifier
- token 2 - Numeral
- token 3 - Noun or modifier
- token 4 - Preposition
- token 5 - Noun or modifier

We pass these tokens, in this order, to the syntactic analyzer, which will check if they obey the grammar and return to us 3, 1, 2, 5. This order indicates that the first number is the number of the lexeme which is the head noun of the noun phrase (Definition 3.4). We will use this output from the syntactic analyzer to search for mappings between the two ontologies.

We pass these tokens, in this order, to the syntactic analyzer, which will check if they obey the grammar and return to us 3, 1, 2, 5. This order indicates that the first number is the number of the lexeme which is the head noun of the noun phrase (Definition 3.4). We will use this output from the syntactic analyzer to search for mappings between the two ontologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity name</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Ontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aorta smooth muscle</td>
<td>7c393a53</td>
<td>mouse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Array of words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Array element</th>
<th>Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>smooth</td>
<td>2396cb65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aorta</td>
<td>334b7684</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Array of words and nested terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Array element</th>
<th>Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>smooth muscle</td>
<td>47e410e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aorta</td>
<td>334b7684</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2. ALIN metric calculation

After doing this, we search for nested terms within entity names. For each entity name, which we will refer to as a full name, we will search in both ontologies for entity names that are subterms of the full name. We will form two arrays for each entity name: one called the ‘array of words’ and the other called the ‘array of words and nested terms’, as shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5.
Table 4  
Treatment of the term ‘Aorta_Smooth_Muscle_Tissue’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity name</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Ontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aorta_Smooth_Muscle_Tissue</td>
<td>7c393a53</td>
<td>human</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Array of words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Array element</th>
<th>Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tissue</td>
<td>361a56e3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muscle</td>
<td>4b4adf94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smooth</td>
<td>2396cb65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aorta</td>
<td>334b7684</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Array of words and nested terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Array element</th>
<th>Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smooth_Muscle_Tissue</td>
<td>47ef410e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term synonym with 'Smooth_Muscle' in Human ontology, thus having its concept unified with that. As there is a term of the same name, 'smooth muscle' in the Mouse ontology, their concepts are unified.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aorta</td>
<td>334b7684</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5  
Treatment of the term ‘Smooth_Muscle’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity name</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Ontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smooth_Muscle</td>
<td>47ef410e</td>
<td>human</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Array of words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Array element</th>
<th>Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>muscle</td>
<td>4b4adf94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smooth</td>
<td>2396cb65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Array of words and nested terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Array element</th>
<th>Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>muscle</td>
<td>4b4adf94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smooth</td>
<td>2396cb65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALIN initially calculates two values, one based on the array of words and the other based on the array of words and nested terms.

For each array, ALIN calculates the value:

1. 1.0, if the first element of each array is the same concept, and the remaining ones are the same even if they are not in the same order. The first element of the array is the head noun, as returned by the syntactic analyzer;
2. 0.99, if the first element of each array is the same concept, and the remaining ones of one array are a subset of the other array;
3. 0, if there is a different element in the arrays.
The ALIN metric is the higher value of the two calculated.

If we compare the entity names from tables 3 and 4, ALIN finds the value 0 for the array of words metric, because there are different concepts in them. ALIN finds the value 1 for the array of words and nested terms metric. So, as the ALIN metric is 1, ALIN unifies the concepts of the two terms, as can be seen in the tables.

If we compare the entity names from tables 4 and 5, ALIN finds the value 0 for the array of words metric since although the concepts contained in the array of table 5 are a subset of the concepts in table 4, the heads are different. ALIN finds 0 for the array of words and nested terms metric, as there are different concepts in these two arrays. So, the ALIN metric is 0.
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